ABSTRACT


The study is aimed to analyze the character of Cassius in the tragedy of Julius Caesar based on psychological analysis. The data are analyzed qualitatively by following some steps. They are identifying the data collecting sentences as well as action categorizing and analyzing based on the kind of psychological. The analysis found that Cassius characterization was changes from a good person became a provocateur, slyness, anxiety, satisfying, and anger. Caesar and Cassius was best friend but in fact Cassius that makes Caesar died his Ego that triggered himself to persuade the other to kill Caesar. The method of the study is qualitative method. This study uses data card to collect the data. Based on the research findings, it was found that there are five characters of Cassius in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar. They are provocateur, slyness, anxiety, satisfying, and anger characterization. They are getting after read and understanding precisely the Tragedy of Julius Caesar. Moreover, after getting the character, this study got the psychological process of Cassius in the Tragedy of Julius Caesar. Overall, the character of Cassius in the Tragedy of Julius Caesar is more uses his Ego than Id or Super Ego. Therefore, in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar, Cassius more uses his mind to look the around of situation based on reality.
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